1. Let H be a Hilbert space; (,) and are the notations for the scalar product and for the norm. Consider in H a linear closed operator A with dense domain t and A * its adjoint. Denote by J the real axis -o < t < + a, and KA(KA*) the class of functions sp(t) from J to DA(DA*) (domains of A,(A*)) such that p,o' = dsp/dt, A p, (A*so) are strongly continuous in H, and have compact support in J.
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In analogous manner, we define the class KA(a,b), KA*(a,b), KA(J - [a,b] ), KA*(J-[ab]),-co < a < b < + oo.
We say that a function u(t) e L2(J;H) t is a weak solution in J of the equation u'(t) = Au(t) + f(t) (1) where f(t) is a given function in L 2 (J;H), if the following relation
holds, for any ipEKA*.
We give in this paper a condition on the resolvent R(X;A*) of the adjoint of A, which is sufficient to ensure the existence of at least one weak solution of (1), when an arbitrary function f(t)eL' (J;H) is given. Our main result is expressed in the following: THEOREM. Given in a Hilbert space a linear closed operator A with dense domain which satisfies the condition S, and an arbitrary function f(t) EL' ,(J;H), there exists at least one function u(t)EL' (J;H), which is a weak solution of the equation (1).
The proof-of which we shall sketch the main features-is based on an idea which goes back to Mittag-Leffier. It was already applied by Malgrange in his thesis,3 by Calderon2 as indicated to us by Professor Nirenberg, and by US,4 in proving existence theorems for partial differential equations or for "abstract" versions of such equations. 
then for every ac-Co (J), the convolution (u*a)(t) = f X,u(T)a(t -T)dT This is the analogue of Lemma 3 for weak solutions. Now we arrive at the main step in the proof of the theorem. First we give Definition 3: For any T > 0, VT is the set of functions u(t) EL2( -T, T;H) such that f TT (U,f ' + A*p)dt = 0, VpEKA*(-TT). (11) We give the main LEMMA 6. Suppose that A satisfies condition S, and take three positive numbers T1 < T2 < T3. Then, the set VT, is dense in VT, in the L2(-T1,T1;H) norm.
In the proof, which is a little long, we use the Hahn-Banach criterion for density and the preceding lemmas. As a simple corollary one derives LEMMA 6 BIS. Suppose that A satisfies condition S, and take two positive numbers T1 < T2. It results that the set of those u(t) ELIO(J;H) which satisfy fiP,, (u,,p 
is dense in VT,, in L2(-T1, Ti; H) norm.
We are now able to indicate briefly the final step in the proof of the theorem. Let a linear closed operator A be given with dense domain in H, satisfying condition 5, and an arbitrary function f(t)eL 2 (J;H). Using Lemma 2 we find, for every n = 1,2,..., at least one function un(t) eL2(-n,n;H), such that f n (U(t), P' + A*sp)dt = -fnn (f,(o)dtYoeKA*(-n,n).
We consider the series U1 + (U2 -u) + (U3-u2)+...
(14) and observe that un -un-lEVn1 (Definition 3). Apply Lemma 6 bis and find a function hn_ lEL 2 (J;H), such that f2~, (hn-l1)P' + A*sp)dt = O VSOEKA* (15) and I P(n-2) 1Un -Un-l -hn _Hdt}"' < 1/2n. (16) 
